The special project of Andrew Sellars

George Ferguson
 Havre Daily News sports editor
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Northern C basketball will be played today as the season winds down.

Andrew Sellars has accomplished a tremendous amount of success while playing basketball and going to school at Northern. Sellars will play in his final regular season game this weekend at Northern and will graduate in May.

While Sellars has already accomplished plenty, including leading his Lights to their first NAIA tournament appearance, he will be remembered for what he did individually. Sellars has become one of the best individual defenders in the Frontier Conference.

"For the better part of two years now, Selling has been one of the best defenses in the Frontier Conference, and he has been a huge part of helping us become the person I am today. I know he has grown up a lot, and I've become a better person through playing basketball here, so I'm going to be sad to see him go," said coach Huse.

Andrew came to play with our guys on the bench in foul trouble. It hurt not seeing him on the court but he made big shots, big free throws late in the game at the Northern C tournament in Great Falls. The Beeters have their other loser-out game this morn-
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Sellars on a quite a ride.
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